RUNNERS COUNTRY CLUB
We have discovered runners vote with their feet! For the past 38 years we have
brought athletes around the world. With constructive and helpful feedback, we
have been offering top-notch tour packages to all seven continents. It goes
without saying that on our list of more than 40 programs, there is something for
everyone. We wanted to take it one step further. Therefore, in late 2016, The
Runner’s Country Club was launched. This unique program is designed for
runners who want to take their experiences one step further. In partnership with
our clients, annually we survey our frequent travelers to identify new destinations
and activities they wish to explore. Our goal is to present two or more new and
unique destination experiences each year to discover together while reuniting
with old friends and making new ones.
Based on survey results we've been busy behind the scenes running various
recommended races, visiting the surrounding areas to ensure we can offer the
best tour options, and working through somewhat complicated logistics. After
going through this process, we are very excited to offer the following new
destinations for 2018!

NEW RACES IN 2018

OPENING MONDAY, AUGUST 7
INTERNATIONAL JERUSALEM WINNER
MARATHON | MARCH 2018
Has it been your dream to visit the Holy Land? See exquisite landscapes,
experience unique cultural and heritage sites such as the Israeli Knesset,
Machane Yehuda Marketplace, the Old City, Mount Scopus, and the ancient
ruins of Masada, to name a few. The race events are guaranteed to provide a
challenging, thrilling and unforgettable experience!
INTERNATIONAL JERUSALEM WINNER MARATHON PACKAGE

THE DRAGON CHALLENGE | MAY 2018
Make it a tour of a life-time by combining our Great Wall Marathon and Bhutan
Thunder Dragon Marathon experiences. Compare two historic cultures, from the
bustle of China to the quiet tranquility of Bhutan. Two (2) challenging races

separated by 1800 miles and eight (8) days!
THE DRAGON CHALLENGE PACKAGE

THE BHUTAN THUNDER DRAGON MARATHON |
MAY 2018
Regularly voted one of the world’s top travel destinations, Bhutan still remains
accessible only to the privileged few. The Thunder Dragon Marathon is your
chance to see the country at ground level, to immerse yourself in its unique
culture and enjoy an unforgettable running and travel experience.
BHUTAN THUNDER DRAGON PACKAGE

OPENING THIS FALL
THE MADAGASCAR MARATHON | JUNE 2018
Known as the Eighth Continent - Madagascar was our new adventure destination
for 2017! Based on feedback from our inaugural tour we have made
improvements to ensure the second one is even better! The unique and
challenging trail course takes you through the beautiful Isalo National Park. Not
only will you see various beautiful landscapes, but on nature hikes come across
many species of Lemurs and vegetation indigenous to Madagascar!
MADAGASCAR MARATHON PACKAGE

PATAGONIAN INTERNATIONAL MARATHON |
SEPTEMBER 2018
Have you ever felt completely insignificant in comparison to nature? Well, get
ready to feel precisely that way among the turquoise waters, glaciers and
towering granite horns of Patagonia’s Torres del Paine National Park . The jawdropping landscapes of this eighth wonder of the world are humbling indeed.
PATAGONIAN INTERNATIONAL MARATHON PACKAGE

THE SANLAM CAPE TOWN MARATHON |
SEPTEMBER 2018
The Sanlam Cape Town Marathon is destined to become a world famous and
favorite marathon. It is believed that the Mother City, Cape Town, is the ideal

host for an iconic African city marathon that showcases the continent’s
remarkable talent for long-distance running. Join us on this new destination in the
fall of 2018!
THE SANLAM CAPE TOWN MARATHON

Continue to visit the Runners Country Club webpage for updates. We look
forward to traveling with you in 2018 and beyond!

